A cognitive-behavioral/psychophysiological model of tic disorders.
This article discusses current cognitive behavioral, as well as neurophysiological, accounts of the development and maintenance of tic behavior in chronic (simple or complex) tic disorders. A cognitive psychophysiological model is further elaborated, highlighting the reciprocal interplay of background cognitive and physiological factors preceding tic onset. According to the model, cognitive factors such as perfectionist concerns and heightened sensory awareness and self-attention, as well as physiological factors such as a high level of motor activation and accompanying elevated muscle tension, play a role in tic habits. Negative appraisals of tics and counter-productive coping strategies developed by clients as a means to suppress or to disguise the tic behavior may also locally reinforce tic onset. Neurochemical factors are viewed largely as concomitants of behavioral adaptations or compensations to the tic problem rather than as independent markers or precursors of tic onset. Clinically, the model emphasizes the role of cognitive-behavioral factors in tic onset, and suggests that tic management is best accomplished through cognitive behavioral interventions designed to prevent build up of both tension and pre-monitory urge in tic-affected muscles, rather than reverse the tic at the onset of the premonitory urge. The clinical validity of parts of the model is supported by recent experimental, psychometric and clinical studies. Other parts of the model remain speculative but at least yield testable predictions. A strength of the model is its ability to account for findings over diverse psychological and biological domains.